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Electron Configurations of Ions (for main group elements)

stable ion = closest noble gas electron configuration 

(to octet)

metal – lose electrons (group 1A to group 3A)   

(+1 lose one electron to +3 lose 3 electrons)

non metal – gain electrons  (group 5A to group 7A) 

(-3 gain 3 electrons to -1 gain 1 electron)

+ charge = remove electron until get electron 

configuration of  closest prior noble gas

- charge = add electron until get electron 

configuration of closest next noble gas



Group 1a ion+: [Noble gas]

Group 2a ion2+: [Noble gas]

Electron Configurations of Ions

–1 e–

–2 e–

Na:

Cl:

1s2 2s2 2p6 3s1

1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p5

Na+:

Cl–:

1s2 2s2 2p6

1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6

Group 1a atom: [Noble gas] ns1

Group 2a atom: [Noble gas] ns2

–1 e–

+1 e–

Ne

Ar



Electron Configurations of Ions

Group 6a ion2–: [Noble gas] ns2 np6

Group 7a ion–: [Noble gas] ns2 np6

+2 e–

+1 e–

Na:

Cl:

1s2 2s2 2p6 3s1

1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p5

Na+:

Cl–:

1s2 2s2 2p6

1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6

Group 6a atom: [Noble gas] ns2 np4

Group 7a atom: [Noble gas] ns2 np5

–1 e–

+1 e–

Ne

Ar



Electron Configurations of Ions



HW: Electron Configurations of Ions (for main group elements)

metal – lose electrons to nearest noble gas (+ charge)

non metal – gain electrons to nearest noble gas (- charge)

What is the electron configuration of  F ?

What is the electron configuration of F-1 ? 

What is the electron configuration of Mg ?

What is the electron configuration of Mg+2 ?

End 

10/30 D 

section



Electron Configurations of Ions (transition metals)

stable ion = lose electrons to half filled d or lose only s 

electrons  (for early TM), usually lose s electron before d 

electron

Many transition metals have multiple charges possible



Electron Configurations of Ions

–2 e–

–3 e–

Fe:

Fe:

[Ar] 4s2 3d6

[Ar] 4s2 3d6

Fe2+:

Fe3+:

[Ar] 3d6

[Ar] 3d5

IonsAtoms

.    End 10/31 Thursday D section



HW: Electron Configurations of Ions (for transition metal elements)

Usually lose s electrons first.   Lose d electrons to half 

full or empty d subshell,

What is the electron configuration of  Mn ?

What is the electron configuration of Mn+2 ?

What is the electron configuration of Zn ?

What is the electron configuration of Zn+2 ?



Ionic Radii

cations are smaller than neutral atoms (keep 

same nucleus but fewer electrons)

because fewer electrons to lower n (principal 

quantum number) & larger Zeff

End 10/28 Monday F section



Ionic Radii

Anions – keep same nucleus but larger number 

of electrons



HW:  Ionic Radii

Cations (+ charged) are smaller than neutral atoms 

Anions (- charged) are larger than neutral atoms

Which is larger ?

Ca  vs   Ca+2

S vs S-2

Fe vs  Fe+2 vs Fe+3



HW:  Ionic Radii

Cations (+ charged) are smaller than neutral atoms 

Anions (- charged) are larger than neutral atoms

Which is larger ?

Ca  vs   Ca+2                    Ca

S vs S-2 S-2

Fe vs  Fe+2 vs Fe+3         Fe >  Fe+2 >  Fe+3



Ionization Energy

Ionization Energy (Ei): The amount of energy 

necessary to remove the highest-energy electron 

from an isolated neutral atom in the gaseous state

element → element+ +    electron



Ionization Energy –

largest (Ei) is noble gases



Ionization Energy

Boron has a lower Ei due to a smaller Zeff
(shielding by the 2s electrons or remove only e in p subshell ).

bc of stability of 

full s subshell

bc of stability of 

½  p subshell



Higher Ionization Energies (zig zag line - big jump in 

ionization energy if have to remove core electrons – to lower shell)

M3+ + e–M2+ + energy

M+ + e–M + energy

M2+ + e–M+ + energy
First ionization   Ei1

second ionization   Ei2

Third ionization   Ei3

End 10/28 M G section



HW:  Higher Ionization Energies (zig zag line - big 

jump in ionization energy if have to remove core electrons – to lower shell)

M3+ + e–M2+ + energy

M+ + e–M + energy

M2+ + e–M+ + energy
First ionization   Ei1

second ionization   Ei2

Third ionization   Ei3

For the following element show the step for first ionization 

energy, second ionization energy and third ionization energy in 

equation & electron configuration orbital diagram

Reaction                                      e configuration orbital diagram

Mg 

Mg+1

Mg+2



Electron Affinity

Electron Affinity (Eea): The energy change that 

occurs when an electron is added to an isolated 

atom in the gaseous state (usually negative energy, 

energy released)       

element  +  electron    → element -
End 10/30 F 

section



Octet Rule

Octet rule: Main-group elements tend to undergo 

reactions that leave them with eight outer-shell 

electrons. That is, main-group elements react so that 

they attain a noble-gas electron configuration with 

filled s and p sublevels in their valence electron shell. 

(extra stability if get 8 electron outer shell)



Octet Rule – stable with 8 electrons outer shell

Metals tend to have low Ei (have to add little energy to lose e) 

and low Eea.(get out little energy when gain e)

They tend to lose one or more electrons.

Nonmetals tend to have high Ei (have to add lot of energy to lose e) 

and high Eea. (get out lots energy when gain e)
They tend to gain one or more electrons.

10/30/19 end G section



Ionic Bonds and the Formation of Ionic 

Solids

Na

1s2 2s2 2p6

Cl

1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6

3s1 3p51s2 2s2 2p6 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2

Na + Cl   -

octet

valence e

End 11/7 R 

D section



Ionic Bonds and the Formation of 

Ionic Solids  (steps to form/break up ionic compound)

Born-Haber Cycle

E EA
Ei1



Ionic Bonds and the Formation of Ionic Solids

Born-Haber Cycle

Step 2: Cl(g)Cl2(g) +122 kJ/mol

Step 5:

NaCl(s)Na(s) +     Cl2(g) –411 kJ/mol

Step 1: Na(g)Na(s) +107.3 kJ/mol

Step 3: Na+(g) + e–Na(g) +495.8 kJ/mol

Step 4: Cl–(g)Cl(g) + e– –348.6 kJ/mol

NaCl(s)Na+(g) + Cl–(g) –787 kJ/mol

2

1

sublimination – solid to gas

bond dissociation

ionization energy

electron affinity

reverse of lattice energy



Lattice Energies in Ionic Solids

Lattice Energy (U): The amount of energy that must 

be supplied to break up an ionic solid into individual 

gaseous ions + (to form ionic solid – sign)



Lattice Energies in Ionic Solids

Lattice Energy (U): The amount of energy that must 

be supplied to break up an ionic solid into individual 

gaseous ions + (to form ionic solid – sign)

U = k * z1z2

d

[k = constant, z1z2 are charges, d=distance between 

ions – related to atomic radius]

U larger for smaller atomic radius

U larger for larger charges on ions



Lattice Energies in Ionic Solids

Lattice Energy (U): The amount of energy that must 

be supplied to break up an ionic solid into individual 

gaseous ions + sign (to form ionic solid – sign)

U larger for smaller atomic radius

ex:  U(LiF) > U(NaF) > U(KF) 

(Li small size < Na < K big size)

U larger for larger ion charge 

ex:     U(Al I3) > U(Mg I2) > U(Na I)

charges (Al +3 >   Mg +2  > Na +1)  



Lattice Energies in Ionic Solids

Lattice Energy (U): break up an ionic solid into 

individual gaseous ions + sign (to form ionic solid –

sign)

U larger for smaller atomic radius

U larger for larger ion charge 

Which has larger U ?    AlCl3

AlCl3 vs         Mg Cl2 ?

+3                      +2

Al smaller          Mg  bigger

end 11/1 F, 

G section


